It’s a Matter of Time

Synchronized Clock Solutions for Healthcare

Technology

When Every Minute Counts
Rauland’s complete line of synchronized timekeeping solutions makes it
easier for your staff members to do what they do best—provide around
the clock care to patients.

Synchronization Matters
When every clock throughout your facility is synchronized, workflow and
efficiency within your facility improves, and improved workflow translates
into better patient care.
Synchronization means:

• All departments and buildings are on the same exact time
• More timely medicine administration to patients
• Shift changes and start times are consistent
• Improved accuracy of time documentation
• Automatic timer activation for Code Blue emergencies
• Dual count up timers assist emergency response teams during code calls.
Compared to inexpensive, non-synchronized clocks that lose time and
require frequent maintenance, our products deliver an unmatched return
on your investment. Saving time and money for your entire facility.

Technology Matters
Rauland-Borg has been the #1 name in institutional communication
systems and in the time keeping business since 1922. We earned our
reputation as the industry leader by delivering innovative solutions and
maintaining a commitment to quality in everything we do. When time
matters, take advantage of the Rauland difference.

Rauland keeps every
staff member and
physician throughout
your facility on time
and in sync.

Our timekeeping
systems feature
superior technology
for Acute Hospitals
and Long Term
Care Facilities.

Wired Solutions

Rauland’s wireless clocks provide easily installed, low maintenance

Rauland’s wired clocks provide a maintenance-free way to

solutions for synchronized time. The 467 MHz frequency provides

synchronize time throughout your facility.

superior wireless coverage so every clock is in synch.

Transmitter/Receivers

• 5 Watt Transmitter with Telecenter time sync
(model WCXATRAN)

• GPS Receiver (model WCXRVRGPS)
• NTP Receiver (model WCXRVRNTP)
• Optional external antenna mounting kit available
(model WCXTANTKT)

Clocks

Master Clocks

• Atomic Time Sync Module (model TCAMCS)
• Master Clock with Bell/Event Schedules (model 2524)
Clocks

• 12" & 16" Analog Clocks (24 or 120 VAC)
• 1.8" four-digit digital (Red LED, 24 or 120 VAC)
• 2.5" four-digit digital (Red LED, 24 or 120 VAC)
• Various double-face mounting options

• 13" & 16" Analog Clocks (battery or 24 VAC)
• 2.5" Four-digit Digital (red and white LEDs)
• 2.5" Six-digit Digital (white LEDs only)
• 4" Four-digit Digital (red and white LEDs)
• Various double-face mounting options
WCXATRAN

WCXRVRGPS and WCXRVRNTP

TCAMCS

Model 2524

13” Analog Clocks

4” Four-digit Digital

12” Analog Clocks

2.5” Four-digit Digital

Products

Wireless Solutions

Integration

Trust the Name
Believe in the Quality
We’re confident in the quality of our engineering and manufacturing;
we give every Rauland-made product a five-year limited warranty.
No one else in the industry can match that guarantee.
By having all the clock systems within your facility connect to the network that sets
the stage and management of time, all nurse call data and reports will reflect realtime occurrences and events.
We offer a complete feature-rich Responder Nurse Call system, with integration to
complimentary wireless phones, pagers, Real-Time Locations Systems and a myriad of
accessories—to meet the communication needs of healthcare facilities. Our timekeeping solutions compliment these products to keep every staff member in sync at all

Rauland has been
setting new standards
for integrated
communications
technology and
customer service
since 1922.

times to maximize productivity.

Singular Service
Rauland-Borg’s family of distributors share our same dedication in supporting the
unique needs of healthcare facilities. Together we can provide turnkey solutions for your
communication and time keeping needs.
Rauland distributors have round-the-clock access to technical support. If a critical part
of your system is down, we’re there to help your distributor get you up and running
again as quickly as possible. Our 24-hour service turnaround promise ensures that
parts are delivered to your facility when you need them.

Please visit www.rauland.com
to learn more.

Purchase your time
keeping solutions
from a name you
can trust.
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